Auditory intensity perception: successive versus simultaneous, across-channel discriminations.
This study measures the ability of observers to compare the intensities of two stimuli occupying different frequency regions. It includes three experiments, each experiment having two conditions. In one condition, the two stimuli to be compared were presented simultaneously within each interval; this condition has been called profile analysis. In the other condition, the two stimuli were presented successively within each interval. Because the overall level of the stimuli was randomized between intervals, the observers were encouraged to compare the intensities of the two stimuli within each observation interval rather than between intervals. The stimuli were two simple tones in experiment 1 and two tonal complexes in both experiments 2 and 3. The stimuli used in experiments 2 and 3 differed in frequency. The results show that simultaneous comparisons are superior to successive comparisons. For simple tones, the difference in threshold is about 8 dB; for complexes with 10 to 11 components, the difference in threshold is about 15 dB. These differences can be explained by assuming that internal noises in different channels were partially correlated when stimuli in those channels were presented simultaneously and were independent when the stimuli were presented successively. Cancellation of the correlated noise is therefore possible with simultaneous comparisons, making such discrimination better than that achievable with successive comparisons.